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      We've been making bathrooms beautiful for more than 100 years
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        Oakleys' consultants specify product for beautiful homes and commercial projects all across the South Island. For a glimpse at the stunning and functional results we create, be sure to scroll through some of our most recent projects. 
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    trends we love
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          Warm palettes
          The warm colour palettes of interior design are transforming bathrooms this season. Layers of warm beige introduce a cozy and restful atmosphere. Soft edges and curves in all the right places such as on mirrors, basins and vanities add to the ambience, especially when highlighted with hints of soft blacks, and copper and bronze tones.
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          Fluted finishes
          Fluted finishes provide an exciting take on traditional texture. Drawing influence from ancient architectural styles, fluting promotes a play of light and interesting shadow compositions. This effect of fluidity enhances the item’s elegance and rhythm within its space. Fluting can be seen in vanities, basins and bathroom furniture.
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    Log in to add to your project

    Log in to share your project or get a quote

    
      
        Email Address
        
      
      
        Password
        
      
      Forgot your password?

      
        Your username or password is incorrect. Please try again.
      


      Login
    

    

    Don't have an account? Sign up now
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    Password reset

    Enter your email address below to reset your password

    
      
      
        Email Address
        
      
      Back to login
      
        Submit
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    Welcome to Oakleys Plumbing

    Create an account to share your project or get a quote

    
      
      
      Name
        
      
      
        Email Address
        
      
      
        Password
        
      
      
        Confirm Password
        
      

      
      


      Create Account
    

    

    Already have an account? Log in
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    Create a project

    Enter the details below to create a new project

    
      
        Project Name
        
      
      
        Project Location
        
      
      
        Nearest Showroom
        North Island
Nelson
Christchurch
Cromwell
Dunedin


      
      Create Project
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    + Add to project


    
        
        
        
        
        
        
      
        SELECT PROJECT
{{ project.name }}


      


      
        
      


      
        Product successfully added to your project.
      


      
        Please select a project.
      


      
        No project found with that ID.
      


      Save
    

    

    View all of My Projects
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    Upload a project image


    

      

      
      

      
        Successfully uploaded project image.
      


      
        Please select an image to upload.
      


      Upload
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    Subscribe to news

     
      
        First Name
        
      

      
        Last Name
        
      

      
        Email Address
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            Please select one
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Cromwell
Dunedin
North Island
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